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»Vulnerable Families«: Reflections on a Difficult 
Category
Petra Bauer*1 and Christine Wiezorek2  
• The term “vulnerable families” refers to familial living situations that are 
considered problematic, with a particular need for socially responsible, 
professionally provided support. This means of categorising families is 
extremely ambivalent, indicating not only a need for society to support 
forms of family life and family achievements, but also a particular need 
to protect children growing up within the family. It also has implications 
for an understanding of interventions geared to the riskiness of family 
living situations and their standardisation, an understanding that risks 
losing sight of families’ variety and individual peculiarities. Families in 
need of support have a fundamental right for their individuality and 
parenthood to be recognised. A detailed case analysis of a social worker 
who is working with a family in which a child’s wellbeing is at risk shows 
how transferring standardising ideas about the family can damage that 
basic right. The article thus calls for the category of vulnerability to be 
applied to families with reflection on the specific case and on implicit 
normative leanings.  
 Keywords: vulnerability, child protection, family image, family con-
cept, social work, family support 
1 *Corresponding Author. Eberhard-Karls-Universität Tübingen, Deutschland; petra.bauer@uni-
tuebingen.de.
2 University of Gießen, Deutschland.
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»Ranljive družine« – refleksija o zapleteni/težavni 
opredelitvi 
Petra Bauer in Christine Wiezorek
• Termin »ranljive družine« se nanaša na družinskobivanjske situacije 
tistih družin, ki so ocenjene kot problematične; te terjajo družbeno 
odgovorno in strokovno utemeljeno podporo. To pomeni, da je katego-
riziranje takšnih družin samo po sebi ambivalentno, saj hkrati kaže na 
potrebo po strokovno odgovornih in hkrati celovitih podporah takšnim 
družinam, obenem pa tudi potrebo po subtilnem prepoznavanju nji-
hovih dosežkov. Ob tem je hkrati treba primerno zaščititi otroke, ki 
odraščajo v okviru takšne družine. Opredeljevanje družin kot ranljivih 
ima prav tako posledice za razumevanje strokovnih posegov; ti morajo 
biti prilagojeni tveganosti življenjskih razmer družine, hkrati pa neka-
terim njenim splošnim značilnostim, pri čemer se je dobro zavedati, 
da lahko spregledamo raznolikost družin in tudi njihove individualne 
posebnosti. Ta podrobna vsebinska analiza poteka dela socialne de-
lavke, ki dela z družino, v kateri je ogrožena blaginja otroka, kaže, kako 
lahko prenašanje posplošenih idej o družini ogrozi to osnovno pravico. 
Prispevek zato poziva, da se uporaba opredelitve »ranljivost« opre na 
razmislek o posameznem primeru družine in implicitna normativna 
pričakovanja.
 Ključne besede: ranljivost, varstvo otrok, družinska podoba, družinski 
koncept, socialno delo, družinska podpora
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Introduction
The term “vulnerable families” refers to families ascribed a particular 
need for support. In German, the categories that relate to vulnerable families, 
or that are translated as “vulnerable families”, extend from “sozial schwach”, 
“gefährdet”, “bedürftig” and benachteiligt” (socially weak, at risk, in need and 
disadvantaged), to “verletzlich”, “in Not geraten” and “hilfsbedürftig” (vulner-
able, in difficulty and requiring support). Here, the category of vulnerability is 
aimed in different ways at the family’s responsibility for caring for and raising 
children, as well as at how family members support and care for one another. 
This makes it clear that, in the conditions of our changing modern society, the 
family can evidently not (or can no longer) fulfil its socialising duties unques-
tioningly and as a matter of course. As a whole, the family thus comes across as 
particularly vulnerable or at risk with regard to its social functions.3 Categorisa-
tions of “social weakness”, neediness, vulnerability, disadvantage or “children at 
risk” are used in various ways to identify deficits that society needs to deal with 
(e.g., Hasselhorn et al. 2015), especially as familial reproduction appears to be 
at risk when it comes to educating and raising children in a socially acceptable 
manner. 
On the one hand, these categorisations thus link in with the discourses 
that developed at the start of the 20th century (with an increasing emphasis 
on children’s rights and child protection) on children’s particular need for pro-
tection and the support they require when growing up (Honig, 1999; Lenz & 
Böhnisch, 1997; Zenz, 1979); on the other hand, they also form the basis for 
the increasing “discovery” of the risks involved in growing up within families, 
which has drawn institutional and professional attention to families not only 
as socially necessary places of shelter and protection, but also as a potential 
threat and risk to positive childhood development (Bauer & Wiezorek, 2007; 
Wiezorek & Pardo-Puhlmann, 2013; Wilhelm, 2005). From the variety of spe-
cial needs strategies, early years programmes and resilience-building schemes 
that have now systematically colonised childcare and school (Andresen, Koch 
& König, 2015), the emphasis on children’s vulnerability and the risks to which 
children are thought to be subjected as they grow up would currently seem to 
be particularly popular. As another example, the reorganisation of legal child 
protection measures involved an early years support system (“Frühe Hilfen”) 
being established in Germany, which proactively reaches out to families in the 
3 This can also be seen from the fact that families are described as vulnerable, whereas schools 
are not. However, the question as to how effectively schools can and do fulfil their social task of 
education and childraising can, in fact, frequently be asked.
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first three years after their children’s birth, offering advice and help. This new, 
developing support system is aimed precisely at families’ socially expected “vul-
nerability”, especially in the early stages of the family. In view of the clear bias 
towards child protection work, its conception can, on the one hand, be read as 
expressing a perceived increase in public responsibility for children’s upbring-
ing; on the other hand, the early years support system always also gives the 
professionals involved the task of protection: during this stage, at which young 
children are not yet integrated systematically into any pedagogical institution, 
these forms of support provide a means of access to families that can be used 
to recognise child neglect and abuse at an early stage (Bauer, 2016). Here, too, 
the family is addressed as a place where children are potentially at risk (Helm-
ing, 2010). On the linguistic level, this is manifested in terms used widely in the 
field, such as “early warning system” or “high-risk family”, expressions of an 
“investigative” understanding of intervention with technological connotations 
(ibid., p. 177). These terms reveal an approach to families that basically sees all 
families through a veil of suspicion (Hildenbrand, 2011). Dekker (2010) has also 
shown that the currently dominant aspiration to provide “better care for more 
and more children” exists in two versions, which, viewed in a historical per-
spective, do not contradict each other. The manifold efforts to enforce children’s 
right to education are always accompanied by the “discovery” of an increasing 
number of “vulnerable” children. In this context, it is above all the family that 
appears to be a potential risk to the future prospects of their children, who, in 
turn, are seen as a potential risk for the future and for social cohesion (Hüben-
thal & Ifland 2011; Turnbull & Spence 2011). 
Altogether, categorising families as vulnerable can be seen to have a 
paradoxical effect. In a rather casual, unreflecting manner, this categorisation 
increasingly seems to evoke images of families in which it is now the families 
themselves, rather than conditions of social inequality, that pose a potential 
threat to children’s upbringing. Our main thesis, however, is that this also gen-
erally damages people’s recognition of family integrity, i.e., everything that so-
ciety should particularly be protecting;4 in other words, it makes the family all 
the more vulnerable (Featherstone, Morris & White, 2014). 
From the pedagogical point of view of the family, especially, the category 
of “vulnerable families” seems “susceptible” to making the family even more 
vulnerable through generally categorising approaches. This thesis is related 
to various research results that show the ways and effects of categorisation in 
professional work with families. Thus, in various studies, White et al. (White, 
4 Section 6 (1) of the German constitution thus postulates that “Marriage and the family shall enjoy 
the special protection of the state”.
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2003; White & Wastell, 2010) elaborate the fact that professional judgements on 
problems are based on specific ideas about parenthood and childhood. Profes-
sionals see childhood as a time of fragility, passivity and also honesty, meaning 
that when professionals are actually working with families, they generally give 
greater credibility to children’s stories about what goes on in their families than 
to parents’ descriptions. “This privileging of the child’s voice, combined with 
ironizing parents’ versions, results in social workers working up versions of the 
troubles which tend to exculpate children while inculpating parents” (White 
2003, 179). Here, the question of credibility or blame – laying the blame and re-
sponsibility for problems within families – is put forward as being fundamental 
to social pedagogical work with families. A central role is played by assessments 
of the family’s child-raising abilities as “good parenting”, on the one hand, or 
“bad parenting”, on the other. Both takes are said to have direct effects on chil-
dren’s development. It is assumed that maternal and parental love is basically 
natural, but this is something that is quickly questioned in the case of parents 
who make use of professional support (Siembrouck & Hall, 2003). If parents do 
not manage to portray themselves as loving, caring parents, they risk being ac-
cused of lacking basic human abilities (see also Urek, 2005). This demonstrates 
the central function of “normalising” everyday images of the family when con-
structing a professional opinion on a case, which is where the second hypoth-
esis that the present article is intended to explain comes in. We postulate that 
the outlined processes by which families are categorised are structured by the 
images of the family held by professionals. Images of the family, understood as 
“socially objectified, i.e. understandings of what the family is and what it should 
be which are valid, or at least capable of being valid” (Bauer, Neumann, Sting, 
Ummel & Wiezorek, 2015, p. 25) are based just as much on how professionals 
process their own family experiences as on socially and culturally conveyed 
concepts of the family (ibid; also: Bauer & Wiezorek 2009; Pardo-Puhlmann 
2010; Wiezorek & Pardo-Puhlmann 2013). 
We would like to use a case example to illustrate these reflections on 
family images and the effect they have when it comes to categorising families 
perceived as “vulnerable”. This example comes from observation notes taken by 
a student. The notes were written during a teaching unit at the University of Jena 
aimed at reflecting on students’ work placements on a case-by-case basis. In this 
seminar, students were asked to use qualitative surveys to reflect upon their 
experiences in practice (Riemann, 2010). In order to do so, they used, among 
other things, observation notes written during their work placement. The ma-
terial gathered in these notes was reinterpreted by a research group that has 
been working for some time on the topic of images of the family in professional 
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pedagogical practice. The method used was sequential analysis. This is there-
fore an individual example that is not integrated into a wider research context. 
The notes are an impressive document of the way in which processes of catego-
risation that can be summed up under the aspect of vulnerability affect inter-
actions. However, it also shows how students (prospective professionals) see 
things from the point of view of the mentor, the social worker. The notes thus 
also offer some insights into issues surrounding professionalisation, although 
this point is not discussed at this juncture.  
The interaction between a social worker and a mother in the context of 
a risk to the child’s wellbeing shows specifically what we have referred to as a 
paradoxical effect: the family’s vulnerability is increased by professional inter-
ventions, here expressed as the social worker’s moralising, categorising percep-
tion of the mother. 
The influence exerted by ideas about the family on a 
social worker’s actions: An example of an analysis
A social work student’s report about a home visit paid during a period 
of work experience on a case with a social worker in the general social services 
ended: 
“The social worker said goodbye in a friendly way and said that she would 
get in touch if Marc was leaving the care home. Ms Schulze nodded and 
took us to the door, where she wished us a good day. As we left the block of 
flats, the social worker said to me that words failed her, and that she would 
now be doing her best to get the other two lads into a foster family, as it did 
not look as if the children would be returning to their mother.”
This shows clearly that, at the end of the home visit, the social worker 
makes a decision about Marc’s two brothers being taken in by a foster family. 
In Germany, living in a foster family, a form of full-term care, falls into the cat-
egory of child-raising support offered under the law on child and youth welfare 
(German Social Security Code (SGB) VIII). Childraising support is one of the 
(family-related) services under SGB VIII: according to Section 27, Subsection 
1, parents or legal guardians “have a right to support when raising a child or 
adolescent (childraising support) if the child or young person cannot be guar-
anteed an upbringing conducive to his or her wellbeing and if the support is 
suitable and necessary for his or her development” (ibid.). 
The reasoning noted by the student as being behind the social worker’s 
decision to try to have the two boys taken in by a foster family is related to her 
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impression that “it did not look as if the children would be returning to their 
mother”. The student notes the comment – a sign of outrage – that “words failed 
her” about what had evidently come to light or taken place during the visit; 
something that triggered the social worker’s decision. The question that arises 
here is thus what led the social worker to the decision to try to have the “other 
two lads” taken in by a foster family. In order to find out, let us return to the 
beginning of the notes: 
“On XXXX  the social worker responsible for the case and I set off to visit 
Ms Schulze. The reason for the home visit was to inform Ms Schulze that 
her eldest son Marc was being moved into a foster family having spent sev-
eral years at a children’s home. Ms Schulze had to agree to this, and sign to 
confirm her agreement.”
Here, too, the topic is a transfer to a foster family; in this case, that of 
Marc, Ms Schulze’s eldest son. It quickly becomes apparent that Ms Schulze was 
not involved in the decision to relocate Marc, despite the fact that the law does 
actually foresee this kind of involvement. Decisions on the need, urgency and 
suitability of child-raising support are made as part of the support planning 
process set out legally in Section 36 of SGB Book VIII.5 
In the case in question, however, the decision to house Marc in a foster 
family is revealed as a decision that Ms Schulze is simply informed about, and 
that only requires her to “sign to confirm her agreement”: the purpose of the 
home visit is to retroactively legitimise a decision made without the mother – 
who has custody – being given a say in the matter. Ms Schulze thus does not 
come across as a service user entitled to support and working together with 
providers, as set out in the regulations; instead, she is addressed here as a pas-
sive beneficiary of support for whom paternalistic decisions are being made. 
5 This states, for example: “Section 36 of SGB VIII: Participation, support plan
 (1) Prior to any decision on the mobilization of support and any necessary change in the type and 
level of assistance provided, the child or young person and their guardian must be advised of this 
and informed about possible consequences for the development of the child or young person. 
Before and during any support provided outside their own family, checks must be carried out as 
to whether adoption might come into consideration. If support is required outside their family, 
the people named in Sentence 1 shall be involved in selecting an institution or a foster family. This 
choice and wishes shall be complied with unless they imply any disproportionate additional costs. 
[…] 
 (2) If support is likely to be provided for an extended period of time, the decision on the form of 
support which is appropriate in each case shall be taken jointly by several professionals. As the 
basis for selecting the support to be provided, they shall make a support plan along with the child 
or young person and the persons who have custody, deciding what is needed, the form of support 
to be provided and the services required; they shall then regularly check whether the form of 
support selected remains suitable and necessary. If any other people, services or institutions take 
part in providing the support, they or their staff shall be involved in compiling and checking the 
support plan.”
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Her point of view regarding where her son lives does not seem to be relevant 
to the youth welfare department employee. This has two implications: firstly, 
the assumption that Marc’s mother shows a lack of interest in her son, and, sec-
ondly, the assumption that she cannot make any useful contribution to Marc’s 
upbringing. 
However, as demonstrated by the fact that her signature is required, the 
mother evidently has custody of her son, even though he has not lived with her 
for several years. This implies that the mother is interested in her child or, put 
another way, that she is making an effort to fulfil her responsibility as a parent. 
The negation of this in the present case gives rise to the interpretation that 
the social worker perceives the mother as inherently self-centred and unwilling 
to raise her children. This is a violation of the mother’s rights to recognition 
as a service user who, although in need of support and help (therefore being 
vulnerable), also has custody and is thus entitled to receive certain services. 
Viewed in this light, the social worker’s categorising perception of Ms Schulze 
as self-centred and unwilling to raise her children provokes a further “injury” 
regarding Ms Schulze, as can be seen from what happens next. The allusions to 
Ms Schulze’s living environment bolster the interpretation that the professional 
has a moralising, hurtful perception: 
“First we entered the hallway, which was full of shoes and old cardboard 
boxes. It also smelt strongly of sweat throughout the flat, which the so-
cial worker had, however, told me about on the way to the flat. The social 
worker in charge of the case informed Ms Schulze that she would like to 
see the children’s room, and Ms Schulze first took us into her bedroom, 
where the youngest of Ms Schulze’s six children slept along with her foreign 
boyfriend. Here it should be noted that Ms Schulze is in her mid-twenties.”
As well as the note on how messy the flat is (a recurrent theme in the 
continuation of the report), it is the comment that Ms Schulze’s boyfriend is not 
of German origin and that she already has six children in her “mid-twenties” 
that the report-maker also uses to make an implicit moralising evaluation of Ms 
Schulze’s living environment. The messiness, Ms Schulze’s partner’s background 
and the number of children, especially considering the woman’s age, are turned 
into proof of the family’s lack of effort in childraising and the need to monitor 
the family. In this respect, the monitoring approach taken by the social worker in 
charge of the case – as expressed in the wish to start out by seeing the children’s 
room – does not come across to the student as needing further justification.
What is interesting is that throughout the visit, according to the notes, 
Ms Schulze complies with the social worker’s requests: she goes to meet the two 
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visitors in the building before they have even rung the bell; she shows them the 
children’s room on request; she answers the social worker’s questions and gives 
her the signature she requests, and she says goodbye in a polite manner by wish-
ing them “a good day”. After the visit, the social worker nonetheless comes to the 
decision that two other sons who are also in the home, along with Marc and a 
daughter, at the time of the conversation should be taken on by a foster family. 
As the notes go on to record, the trigger for this decision is when Ms 
Schulze tells them shortly before they leave that: 
“she was pregnant for the seventh time and was thus about to move into a 
bigger flat. She also said that she and her boyfriend were planning to get 
married the following month.”
The social worker obviously has some strong emotions at this point: she 
“took a deep breath” and said to the student that “words failed her”. Basically, the 
mother’s news cannot be seen impartially or understood, being ambivalent, as 
a possible expression of her trying to “normalise” her home circumstances, or 
an expression of her yearning for “normal family life”. The social worker evi-
dently only sees Ms Schulze’s latest pregnancy as another indication of her lack 
of responsibility, as four of the six children are already living out of the home. 
The marriage and the move, which indicate that Ms Schulze is attempting to 
stabilise family circumstances in the long term, appear to be irrelevant to the 
social worker’s evaluation of (future) family circumstances; she makes the deci-
sion to “try to get the other two lads into a foster family”. This demonstrates the 
powerful influence of the normative notions of the family held by professionals: 
they lead to an ad-hoc decision on a future intervention regarding the family. 
It is clear that these normative notions about the family are already restricting 
the diagnostic perspective of the family: an interpretation in which Ms Schulze, 
despite needing support, is also a mother attempting to take on responsibility 
for childcare is no longer within the realms of her diagnosis of this case. 
In this context, the view of the foster family sketched by the social work-
er is also interesting; they are presented in a similarly moralising manner as a 
“good” family. We thus learn from the notes that: 
“The social worker informed Ms Schulze that the reason for today’s visit 
was that her eldest son was to be taken in by a foster family, and that they 
[the foster family; P.B.; C.W.] had also stated that they were prepared to 
take the boy’s little sister out of the home after a year, as the two had a 
close relationship and the foster parents did not want to separate them in 
the long term. […] After a questioning glance and a brief silence, the social 
worker handed Ms Schulze the necessary form. She also told Ms Schulze 
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that the foster parents were very nice and lived in a big house with a gar-
den; that the children also liked the foster parents a lot and were always 
pleased when they came to visit them at the home once a week. Ms Schulze 
signed the form and gave it back to the social worker, who then asked if Ms 
Schulze had any other questions. She looked down at the ground and re-
plied ‘no’. The social worker shook her head in disappointment and started 
putting her things together.” 
To begin with, this again makes clear that the home visit was only to 
inform the mother and retroactively legitimise the decision to find Marc a foster 
placement; it was not about the mother taking part in the decision-making pro-
cess. This also applies to Marc’s younger sister, who, it has already been decided, 
will be moving to the foster family. The picture is then painted of the “good foster 
family”: the foster parents are highly committed, fond of the children (who re-
turn that fondness) and can provide a stimulating, generously sized living envi-
ronment. They come across as the truly responsible, committed parents: firstly, 
they come to visit the children “once a week”; secondly, they later want to take 
Marc’s sister into foster care; thirdly, this decision is based on the “close relation-
ship” between the siblings; fourthly, the two children have already built a rela-
tionship with the foster parents and are “always pleased”; and, finally, the foster 
parents have a “big house with a garden”. In other words, the mother is painted 
a picture of a family that is simply nothing like the children’s family of origin. 
The fact that Ms Schulze looks down at the ground and replies in the 
negative when asked if she has further questions could be diagnosed as an ex-
pression of her own shame and her perception of being put to shame: this could 
be understood as meaning that the mother was severely alienated by the de-
scription of the foster family as a “good family”. After all, the portrayal of the 
“good” foster family confronted Ms Schulze with the ideal of a family and a 
manner of childraising that she herself is not able to live up to. In this interpre-
tation, lowering her gaze and looking down at the ground could thus be seen 
as an expression of Ms Schulze’s feeling hurt: a clear confrontation with the fact 
that her own family life is not a success, which is in any case a constant aspect of 
everyday life, as the four children are in out-of-home care, and thus not present. 
The radical demonstration of her own inadequacy inherent to the description 
of the foster family evidently touches a “sore spot” for Ms Schulze, and her only 
“response” can be to lower her gaze. 
Thus, from the point of view of vulnerability, this shows how the social 
worker’s moralising perception further “hurts” the client. These notions cancel 
out any interpretation of Ms Schulze as a mother who is both in need of support 
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and trying to achieve a normal family life while also (somehow) taking respon-
sibility for raising her children. Instead, the social worker (and the note-taker) 
see her downwards gaze and negative response as proof of her lack of interest in 
the two children; in turn, the social worker makes her thoughts clear by shaking 
her head. This, too, can be understood as an indication that the social worker’s 
view of Ms Schulze is restricted by her own normative notions about the family, 
which also makes it hurtful: the social worker’s understanding does not allow 
for the possible interpretation that the mother’s reaction might actually be a 
sign of resignation or acknowledgment of guilt from being confronted with the 
idea that there are probably “better parents” for her children, meaning that the 
social worker’s confrontation is “painful” for Ms Schulze. 
Apart from the route taken by the specific action in this case, the dichot-
omising perception that it expresses of the family of origin as a “bad family” 
and the foster family as a “good family” also has a structural cause: out-of-home 
care would, after all, not be necessary if the childraising in the family of origin 
was “good enough”. At the same time, however, the dichotomisation that the 
social worker creates in this interaction sequence, with the family of origin as 
bad and the foster family as good, means that the blame is implicitly laid on the 
family of origin, making it difficult to come up with an appropriate diagnosis 
of the support required, especially by the children. It can also be seen that, 
ultimately, family relationships are seen as exchangeable, which is not in fact 
the case in this example, as can be seen from the need to “ask for” a signature. 
Even though – or perhaps because – this example, in the form of a stu-
dent’s work experience notes, focuses entirely on one social worker (whom the 
student evidently does not question), it reveals the problems inherent in the 
automatic, unreflected use of notions about the family. These obviously have an 
influence, restricting the social worker’s diagnostic view of Ms Schulze, which 
is in turn (unintentionally) accompanied by further injury to the family and, fi-
nally, leads in this case to a specific ad-hoc intervention: the two young children 
in out-of-home care are to be taken in by a foster family. 
In summary, the example of the student’s observation notes sheds light, 
on the one hand, on how notions, interpretations and assumptions about what 
is normal to families affect interactions with and perceptions of specific fami-
lies; on the other hand, it draws attention to how, when this view of the family is 
witnessed and experienced (mimetically) in practice, it is passed on to the stu-
dent by the professional, almost as a form of expertise. This case example is thus 
not just a one-off empirical example of how notions and interpretations about 
the family can influence social pedagogical diagnosis and active intervention, 
but also an empirical “lesson” about how professionals in the making become 
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acculturated during work experience by automatically, unquestioningly adopt-
ing the images of the family held by “veteran” professionals as the basis for their 
own reports. 
Pedagogical links to the family: From considering the 
family’s vulnerability to accusing the family of hurting 
the child
For the pedagogical view of the family, the category “vulnerable fami-
lies” evidently seems to be a pattern of interpretation used to unite various, 
sometimes contradictory views of the family. An approach to the family that 
(as in the above example) perceives families and judges family practices against 
the background of what may be idealised family “normality” runs the risk of 
making the family even more vulnerable by acting in a generalising, catego-
rising manner. The general conclusions that Böllert (2012) comes to regard-
ing early years support also apply in the case set out here: the problems facing 
families, and especially parents, should be seen as “an expression of structurally 
produced needs for support” (ibid., p. 129) and not as the result of a drop in a 
family’s performance. 
Here, too, it is therefore necessary in future to take into consideration 
or underline the particular vulnerability of families caused by their socioeco-
nomic positioning within society, by taking a case-sensitive approach to each 
family. However, if we follow Helsper (2004) in seeing professional pedagogical 
practice as basically interactive (asymmetrical) mediation between case assess-
ment and rule-based knowledge, this calls for reflection on our own notions 
about the family. 
The structural change in working patterns, gender relations and the bal-
ance between public and family childraising has now exposed such a plurality 
of forms of family life that one-dimensional notions of how a family is and 
should be made up can no longer truly do justice to the variety of possible ar-
rangements. One result of these processes of social and cultural pluralisation 
is that they also “shatter the certainty and certainties of pedagogical practice” 
(Helsper, 2004, p. 31). Automatic pedagogical recourse to notions of a normal 
(bourgeois) family, which can be expected to perform family child-raising 
functions as a matter of course, can also be understood as an example of this 
loss of certainty  (Bauer, Neumann, Sting, Ummel & Wiezorek, 2015; Ummel, 
Bauer & Wiezorek, 2013).
What does this mean for the pedagogical relationship to the family? 
“Practising professional social pedagogues”, concludes Helsper (2004, p. 23) with 
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regard to pedagogical practice facing cultural pluralisation, “are increasingly un-
able to make children and young people – let alone adults in continuing educa-
tion, re-entering education or retraining – conform to certain values, principles 
or ways of living. Instead, practising professional pedagogues are replacing a 
particularist attitude to childraising with a universalist outlook of making differ-
ent ways of life possible, with the prospect of a ‘post-traditional’ form of recogni-
tion; an educational theory of enabling ‘diversity’ and plurality” (ibid.). 
This is a reminder of the ethical obligation of professionals to adopt the 
specific attitude of recognising diversity. According to this, families (or groups 
of families) cannot simply be labelled “vulnerable” as a subsumptive classifica-
tion within a category identified by specific characteristics; instead, it calls for 
a case-sensitive approach to the family. In terms of professional theory, this is 
based on mediating between inductive case assessment and deductively draw-
ing upon rule-based knowledge. The category of “vulnerable families” can be 
considered part of such rule-based knowledge, but one that should only be used 
in specific cases based on the context. 
Our considerations thus raise the question of the role played by peda-
gogues’ notions or images of the family generated through experience in their 
lifeworld. The analysis of this case shows that the social worker’s normative 
notions of the family had a strong influence in terms of the decisions she made 
as a responsible professional: they were an argumentative means of justification 
with regard to the character of her tasks and were of clear diagnostic relevance.
It is, moreover, likely that these notions also lessened the pressure of 
what might have been a heavy workload or high expectations (by others or 
herself): automatically taking recourse to images of the “good” family can re-
duce the variety and complexity of thinking processes about the family and 
parenthood, in turn allowing the social worker to access her knowledge about 
families in a rapid and, unsurprisingly, subsumptive manner.  However, as a re-
cent study on programmes organised by child protection services in Germany 
shows (Bühler-Niederberger et al. 2014), you can also see the social worker’s 
attitude and interventions in the case study as part of a professional programme 
that is typical of social workers working in the field of child protection. In their 
comparison of different professional approaches, Bühler-Niederberger et al. de-
termine that social workers primarily address the mothers when they are talk-
ing about their work with families. They also show how social workers address 
mothers in the manner of morality and with the goal of intervening in their way 
of life. In social workers’ view, parenting is still reduced to motherhood and the 
behaviour of the mother; there is therefore a risk of losing sight not only of the 
importance of fatherhood but also of the child’s wellbeing. 
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Against this background, the present case – with the mother being 
shamed and the ad-hoc decision about two of her children being taken into 
future foster care – also reveals the “pitfall” of this kind of unreflected recourse 
to one’s own notions of the family in the sense of motherhood. This calls for 
reflection, explication and systematisation of the knowledge about the family 
that social workers acquire in everyday life and through experience. 
The first change that seems necessary here is greater reflection on social 
workers’ view of the family, paying greater attention to “how individual devel-
opments within the family depend upon one another and on the (individual) 
structure of each family” (Zenz, 1979, p.69). If the logic behind social peda-
gogical interventions mainly consists of addressing the mothers, there is a risk 
of losing sight of the mutual effects of family interactions and their interplay 
within the family as a system (Bauer & Wiezorek, 2007).
The second change would be to add to social workers’ knowledge about 
families and the diversity of families’ situations in life. Taking recourse to the 
category of “vulnerable families” and the knowledge acquired under this label 
about specific problems faced by families, and effective means of support, can 
absolutely be seen as an expression of this kind of scientisation of the pedagogi-
cal approach. At the same time, taking recourse to the socio-scientific category 
of “vulnerable families” does not necessarily guarantee that the pedagogical ap-
proach to the family will be case sensitive. Instead, it risks creating an individu-
alising, implicitly blame-apportioning approach to families, which threatens to 
alter perceptions of the structural conditions of their living conditions, their 
ways of life and the conditions of inequality these imply (Featherstone, Morris 
& White, 2014; White & Wastell. 2011). 
When it comes to pedagogical practice, there is thus a need to make 
family vulnerability a criterion of a case-sensitive approach to families, in or-
der to avoid generating paradoxical effects (Hildenbrand, 2011). It is only with 
reflection on related normative notions about the family that we can help fami-
lies (including vulnerable families) in their efforts to raise their children and 
break down what may be unequal social structures rather than reproducing 
them (Hall & Slembrouck, 2011; White & Wastell, 2011). To this extent, the cat-
egory of vulnerable families can thus be used effectively if it specifically serves 
to address families’ structural need for support and to guarantee that they will 
actually receive the support they need in each specific case. 
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